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The factorization method for systems of linear difference equations is shown 
to be related to the factorization method for differential equations via the 
Mellin transform. This connection allows one to extend Lie algebra representa- 
tions in terms of difference operators to local group representations. The 
results yield a group-theoretic explanation and derivation of various integral 
identities which relate one type of special function to another. 
In [l], which we refer to as 1, a factorization method was established for 
systems of linear difference equations. It was shown that this method is 
equivalent to a construction of models of the three Lie algebras Ys , 3(0, 1) 
and 42) in terms of linear difference operators. Here, Ya and 42) are complex 
three-dimensional Lie algebras with basis J*, J3 and commutation relations 
for Y3 and 
[I”, J”1 = IIt J”, [I’, J-l = 0 (0.1) 
[I*, I”1 = f J*, [I’, J-l = 2.13 (0.2) 
for 42). The four-dimensional algebra 9(0, 1) has basis J*, J3, I with rela- 
tions 
[I’, I”1 = It J’, [I’, J-l = - .z 
[J”, I] = [J3, I] = 0. 
(0.3) 
In [2, Chap. 81, all models of these Lie algebras in terms of first-order 
linear differential operators in one and two complex variables are constructed. 
For differential operators, Lie’s theory of local transformation groups enables 
one to extend each Lie algebra model to a local Lie group model [2, 31. 
Unfortunately, no such theory exists in general for Lie algebras of difference 
operators. 
For algebras of difference operators obtained by the factorization method, 
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however, we can achieve such an extension by regarding the difference opera- 
tors as formal Mellin transforms of differential operators. In the sections to 
follow we will be considering functionsf(x, t) acted on by difference operators 
in the variable X. In particular, the operators 
Ef(x, t) =f(x + 1, t), Lf(x, t) -f(x - 1, t) (0.4) 
will occur. Now supposef(x, t) is the Mellin transform in u of the function 
h(u, t): 
f(X? t) = j,” z+h(u, t) du = A’[h(u, t)], 
h(u, t) = & j’;;” 
(0.5) 
u-~f(x, t) dx = .A-‘[ f(x, t)]; 
Y $30 
see [4, Chap. II]. If h(u, t) is sufficiently smooth in u on [0, co) and suitably 
bounded near 0 and + co, it is easy to establish the following relations: 
w&[-&h] = (1 - 4LA[hl, 
c/At’ u ; h = - xA[h], I 1 
k’[u-lh] = L.A[h], 
(0.6) 
A’[uh] = EcA’[h]; 
see [4, Chap. VII]. More generally, relations (0.6) may hold if A’ is an integral 
operator of the form 
c/ifl[h(u, t)] = j, u”-lh(u, t) du, (0.7) 
where C is a smooth contour in the complex u-plane. It is only necessary 
that h(u, t) vanish sufficiently rapidly at the endpoints of C. 
Suppose we have a model of the Lie algebra 9’ by first-order linear 
difference-differential operators acting on functions f(~, t), (difference 
operators in u, differential in t). We require that each operator take the form 
where a, b, c, dare polynomials in x and t, at most first order in X. Now sup- 
pose each of the f(~, t) in the common domain of these operators is the 
transform A![h(u, t)] of some function h(u, t) where ~2’ satisfies (0.6) and 
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(0.7). Then the J-operators formally induce a Lie algebra of K-operators 
K = A-l J./l acting on the h(u, t). The K-operators are first-order differ- 
ential operators in u and t, as follows from (0.6). Thus, we can use local Lie 
theory to determine a representation of the local Lie group G by linear 
operators T(A), A E G, acting on the h(u, t). Here, 3 is the Lie algebra of 
G. This done, we can define a local representation of G acting on thef(x, t) 
by operators 
U(A) = dKr(A) d-1. (0.8) 
The U(A) can be regarded as the exponentials of the difference operators J. 
(In practice we will be able to define the U(A) on an appropriate domain even 
if M isn’t invertible.) 
Using the techniques of [2] we can find functions h,(u, t) E S which 
together with the K-operators define a model of an irreducible representation 
of 3. Here, h,(u, t) = gm(u) t” and the g,(u) are special functions of hyper- 
geometric type. It follows immediately that the J-operators and the functions 
fm(x, t) = &[h,(u, t)] define another model of the irreducible representation. 
Thef,(x, t) = j,(x) tm were classified in [l] and found to be special functions 
of hypergeometric type. Thus, we can find relations between two distinct 
classes of special functions which form models of the same representation of 
Y, one by differential operators and one by difference operators. Exploitation 
of this relationship enables us to motivate and derive a variety of series and 
integral identities. These identities are not new but their derivation is more 
compact and their motivation is more transparent than has hitherto been the 
case. Furthermore, as discussed in [5], the reader can use this technique to 
derive new results for new functions if he is so inclined. 
The method sketched above is largely formal. The concrete results of the 
technique depend on choices of factorizations and basis functions as well as 
the precise contours for the integral transform A. For this reason we discuss 
only a few selected examples whose analysis should make the general method 
clear. 
1. MODELS OF SC3 REPRESENTATIONS 
The representation Q(w, m,) of the Lie Algebra Ya is defined by relations 
1% = mfm , Jifm = wfnzil , 
J+J-fin = ?jm , m E S, 
(1.1) 
where { fm : Ott E S} is a basis for the representation space V and the index set 
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S-(m=m,+n;naninteger},w#0,0~Rem0<1,[2].1n1wecon- 
strutted a model of Q(w, m,,) in terms of type y” operators 
J+=t(--B+x-I +t-g, 
J- = t-l((x - 1)L - I), J” :-= t ; , 
acting on a space of functionsf(x, t). Here 
-&.(x, t) =f(x + 1, t), Lf(x, t) -f(x - 1, t). (1.3) 
The functions 
“&(x . t) = r(x) L;y’( - w”) (- cot)” 
= r(x+m-11) 
(1.4) 
r(m) 
,F,(-x+ l;m; -d).(-wt)” 
form a basis for the model where LZm( ) w is a generalized Laguerre function 
and r(x) is a gamma function [6]. An independent basis is 
r(x) fm’(? 4 = q2 _ m) i 1 - ” w m ,F,(x; 2 - m; ~2) (- iw). (1.5) 
We show how these Lie algebra representations can be exponentiated to 
local Lie group representations. According to (0.6) the (Mellin) transformed 
operators K = A-l Jdi’ are 
K+=t -u;+t;-u-11, 
i 
K-=t+&--1), K3=t;. 
(l-6) 
Expressions (1.6) define a realization of F3 in terms of first-order linear 
differential operators in two complex variables. All such realizations have been 
classified in [2]. Using standard techniques described there we easily verify 
that the operators (1.6) are of type C” (related to Bessel functions). Indeed the 
operators (1.6) and vectors 
h,,(u, t) = r” J,-1(2iw &) u(m-1’/2(it)m, m E S, i = 2/-z (1.7) 
hm’(u, t) = c” J1-m(2iw 2/i) dm--l)P(it)m, (1.8) 
409/39/z-10 
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each determine a model of Q(w, m,), where J&U) is a Bessel function [6]. 
It follows immediately that the operators (1.2) and vectors 
ddqh,(u, t)] = (it)” Jl’ u ~+(mj2)-3/2e-uJn_1(2iw z/i) du (1.9) 
also define a model of Q( w, m,). This suggests that these functions are a 
linear combination of (1.4) and (1.5). Indeed expansion of JmP1(2iw 42) in a 
power series and term-by-term integration yields 
.4qh&, t)] = g (- tw)” r(x)L(,m_;‘)(- w2) 
(1.10) 
Rex>O, Rem > 1, 
wheref,(x, t) is given by (1.4). Although the integral is defined for restricted 
values of x and m the domain of the basis functions can be extended by 
analytic continuation. Similarly, the operators (1.2) and vectors 
&tqhm’(u, t)] = (it)” 1,” u z+(m/2)-3/2e-uJl_m(2iW 6) du, (1.11) 
define another model of Q(w, m,,). A direct computation gives 
(1.12) 
where fm’(u, t) is defined by (1.8). 
Since the integrals (I. 10) are defined only for Re m > 1 it is not convenient 
to extend this model to a local group representation. However, that difficulty 
doesn’t occur for the models (1.11) and (1.12). To determine the induced 
group representation, we first use local Lie theory to compute the action of 
the Lie group T3 defined by differential operators (1.6). Here, T3 is the three- 
parameter real Lie group consisting of matrices 
b, c, 7 E R; (1.13) 
see [2, Chap. 11. The Lie algebra of T3 is F3. In fact, we can make the 
identification 
exp bK+ = A(b, 0, 0), exp cK- = JO, c, 0), 
exp 7K3 = A(0, 0, T). 
(1.14) 
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A straightforward computation shows that the operators (1.6) define a local 
multiplier representation 
[T(,4) h] (u, t) = exp [- utb - + + bc] (1 - bt) 
(1.15) 
.h((u-$1 -,,),~+j, iht: <: 1. 
The matrix elements of these operators with respect to the basis h,,,‘(u, t) are 
uniquely determined by the defining relations (1.1) and are known to be 
.oFl(I k - I/ + l;~~bc), 
(1.16) 
where 
[T(A) k,+kl (UT t> = f T&4) hq&4 t); (1.17) 
I=--m 
see [2, Chap. 31. The identities for Bessel functions obtained by combining 
(1.8) and (1. I5)-( 1.17) are well-known and will not be repeated here. 
Let Z be the space of all functions h(u, t) such that (1) Iz(u, t) is defined 
in the domain [0, co) x D where D is an open interval containing t = I, 
(2) h(u, t) is C” with respect to u and analytic with respect to t for all 
(u, t) E [0, co) x D, (3) h(u, t) = O(uS) for some ,8 as u + 0, and (4) 
P%(u, t) -+ 0 as u + + CO for some 01 > 0. Furthermore, let so be the 
space of functions satisfying (l), (2) and (3’) h(u, t) has compact support with 
respect to the variable u on [0, co), independent of t. Note that h,‘(u, t) E .Y?” 
for all m E S. We define an action U(A) of T3 on the spaces MS and &X0 
by U(A) = AT(A) &i-l, i.e., 
[u(4fl (x, t) = j-r [T(A) h] (u, t) u”-l du, Re(x + P) > 0, 
h(u, t) = & j”‘+‘p u-“f(z, t) dx 
(1.18); 
Re(y f fi) > 0. 
v--in0 
Thus, 
[WAIfI (4 t) = 9 exp (- + + bc) Jm exp( - utb) 
’ 0 
. u”-l du r+in (1 - t~t)-~ (u + +)-’ f (2, $+j dz. 
. .,-im 
(1.19) 
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To make sense of these expressions on AX0 we must restrict ourselves to 
those A E T3 such that %,a is an invariant under T(A). This is accomplished 
if 0 < bt < 1 and c < 0 for all t E D. (The group elements A which satisfy 
this condition form a semigroup.) For h E A? the set of all A such that 
U(A) A’h makes sense depends on h. 
If the integrals (1.19) converge absolutely the order of integration can be 
interchanged with the result 
where 
[W)fl (x, t) = j:+:I JQ, z; t; A)f(z, At) dz, 
At = (1 Y&) 
(1.20) 
and the kernel function is defined by 
K(x, z; t; A) = (’ -~!?+l exp (- f + ac) i” exp(- utb) 
0 
(1.21) 
x u-l (u - +)-‘du. 
It is well-known [6, Vol. I] that (1.21) can be expressed in terms of confluent 
hypergeometric functions or their limits. Furthermore, if A, , A, and A,A, 
belong to the semigroup it follows from (1.20) that the identity 
IQ, x; t, A&l,) = jyhm K(x, y; t; A,) K(y, z; A& A,) dy (1.22) 
v-kc 
holds (provided the integral converges absolutely). The special function 
identities (1.22) are equivalent to those in [4] or [7] and will not be treated 
here. 
We can obtain other identities by applying the operators U(A) to the basis 
functionsf,‘(x, t), (1.5). Indeed, for / bt 1 < 1, c < 0 we have 
[u(4fm’l (x, t) = j, [T(A) h,‘] (u, t) u”-l du, (1.23) 
LWfm’l (~9 t)= j:-I W, z; t; 4fmk t> dz, (1.24) 
[W)fm’l lx, 0 = f Td4fnEJ+t(~, 9, 
l=--m 
m = m, + k. (1.25) 
The last equality follows from the first by means of (1.17) and an interchange 
in the order of summation and integration. These expressions enable us to 
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extend the Lie algebra representation provided by type y” operators to a Lie 
semigroup representation. By substituting the values (1.5), (1.8) (1.15), ( 1.16) 
and (1.21) into our formulas we obtain a collection of identities relating 
confluent hypergeometric and Bessel functions. Note that 
* Y(x, x - z f 1; - bc), Re .‘c > 0, 
(1.26) 
where !P(u, b; 2) is a confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind 
[6, Vol. I]. Here 
A = A(& c, O), O<bt<l, c<o. 
These results can be extended in various ways. We could extend the 
operators U(A) from a local semigroup to a local group representation by also 
taking the Mellin transform on the negative real axis in the manner of 
Vilenkin [4]. Additional results can be obtained by choosing other contours C 
in the complex u-plane such that the transform 
h!‘[h(u, t)] = 1, ZP-Vz(u, t) du (1.27) 
preserves the relations (0.6). Relations of the form (1.23), (1.25) still make 
sense for such transforms even though there is no convenient expression for 
J.&P’ (or &’ is not invertable). The choice of an appropriate contour allows 
one to maximize the range of the variables over which the identity (1.25) 
holds. 
Similar considerations apply to the exponentiation of type y’ difference 
operators to provide representations of T3 . The results of the computation are 
identities involving Bessel functions. This computation is much simpler than 
that given above; so we omit the details. See [5, Section 21 for an equivalent 
method. 
2. MODELS OF 3(0, 1) REPRESENTATIONS 
The representations tw,, of the Lie Algebra 9(0, 1) are defined by 
J% = mfm , Efm = t&n > 
J+fm = )uf?n+l, J-fm = Cm + ~).Ll , (2-l) 
(J+J- - EJ”>fm =wfm 9 m E S. 
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Here, (fm : m E S} is a basis for the representation space V where 
s = {- w + n : n = 0, 1, 2 )... }. 
Also, W, CL E @’ and p # 0. The type /I” operators 
I+ = t [ - pE + (P - 1) (x + t; + a)] , 
J- = t-l[(x - 1)L - 11, J3=t;, 
E= 1, 01, B, p E c 
constructed in I and the basis functions 
x 3Fl(- m,ci;x + a;p)P 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
form a model of to,l . (We could also use these operators to construct models 
of other irreducible representations of %‘(O, 1) but this single example is 
sufficient to illustrate our method.) 
We see from (0.6) that the (Mellin) transformed operators K = L&Y ]A! 
are 
K+=+-l)(-u;+t;++ppu], (2.4) 
K-=-t-$&+1], K3=t;, 
E= 1. 
These are type C’ operators as classified in [2, Chap. 81. The K-operators 
define a model of t,,r with basis functions 
h,(u, t) = m![(l - p) t]” e-“Lp-“’ + 
( 1 P 
= .Y,” ; ‘,) p - PI tl” (2.5) 
x ecuIF, 
i 
u 
- m;-a-m++;-, 
1-P 1 
m = 0, 1, 2,...; 
see [2, Chap. 41. It follows immediately that the J-operators and basis 
functions 
r(l - cd) 
J[h&* 91 = ql _ o1 _ m) [(l - p) iq” ,,” u”-le-u 
P-6) 
.,F, 
( 
-m;-a-m+l;& du, 
> 
Rex>0 
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define another model of f,,r . Setting m = 0, we find by explicit computation 
Jmo(% t>l = 1,” e-%“-l du = T(x) =fo(x, t). 
Since the h,(u, t) and the fm(x, t) correspond to the same representation it 
follows immediately that 
JJwh&4 41 =f&, 9, m = 0, 1, 2 )... . 
The K-operators determine a local representation of the real Lie group G. 
Here G consists of the matrices 
lb c 
A(a, b, c, a) = 0 ea a , 
r 1 
a, b, c, CY E R. (2.7) 
00 1 
The Lie algebra of G is isomorphic to the real Lie algebra with basis K*, KS, 
E. Indeed, we can make the identification 
A(a, 0, 0,O) = exp aK+, A(0, b, 0,O) = exp bK- 
A(0, 0, c, 0) = exp cE, JO, 0, 0, a) = exp aK3. 
w 
Using local Lie theory we can verify that the action of G induced by the 
K-operators is 
[T(A) h] (u, t) = exp[- prcta + (p - 1) abe-= - be+/t + c] 
* h(u - (p - 1) atu - b/t, tee/(1 - (p - 1) at)). 
(2.9) 
We let the operators T(A) act on the spaces X, 2s of functions h(u, t) defined 
in Section 1. Here 2s is invariant under T(A) provided ](p - 1) at / < 1, 
b < 0 for all t E D. The matrix elements of these operators with respect to 
the basis hn,(q t) in 2 are well known to be 
Tzk(A) = exp[c + ZCX] bkmzL~-‘)(- abeAn), (2.10) 
where 
[vu hcl b4 t) = f ~uc(4 4 Q k = 0, I,... . (2.11) 
1=0 
We can define an action U(A) of G on the space .XH by U(A) == AT(A) A?-~, 
i.e., by expressions (1.18). Thus, 
[u(A)f] (x, t) = & exp[(p - 1) abe-OL - berm/t i c] 
*I 
m vtim 
exp( - puta) @c-l du 
0 s y-im (u - (P - 1) ah - b/W 
.f(x, tea/(1 - (p - 1) at)) dz. (2.12) 
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Interchanging the order of integration when possible we obtain the expression 
(1.20) where now the kernel function is given by 
K(x, X; t; A) = & exp[(p - 1) abf? - be-U/t + C] 
and 
* I* exp(- puta) ux-l(u(1 - (p - 1) at) - b/t)-“du, 
0 
I(P - 1)at I < 1, b GO, atp > 0, (2.13) 
At = tee/(1 - (p - 1) at). (2.14) 
As in Section 1, the kernel function can be expressed by confluent hyper- 
geometric functions and their limits. The semigroup property of the operators 
U(A) implies the existence of integral identities of the form (1.22) which we 
shall not work out in detail. 
Finally, applying the U(A) to the canonical basisf,(x, t), (2.3), we obtain 
the expressions 
[W)fml (x, t) = 1,” [V) hnl (u, t) ZJ”--~ du, 
[u(4fml lx, t) = s:‘:, WY z; t; 4.L&, t) dz, 
(2.15) 
Re Y > 0, (2.16) 
[u(A)fJ (x, t) = f ~nmwfn(x~ t>* 
T&=0 
(2.17) 
Substituting the values (2.3), (2.5), (2.10), and (2.13) into these expressions 
we obtain a family of identities for the hypergeometric and confluent hyper- 
geometric functions. To illustrate the form of (2.16) we note that 
r(x) b qx, 2; t; A) = x - 7 
( 1 
2-Z [l - (p - 1) at]-% 
for 
. exp[(p - 1) abe-m - becm/t + c] 
x Y(x, x - x + 1; - pab/(l - (p - 1) at)) 
(2.18) 
I(p - 1) at I -c 1, b <0, t > 0, PaJ<O, Rex>O. 
Just as in the discussion at the end of Section 1 our formal procedure 
admits of various extensions. Furthermore, we can use the method to con- 
struct models of irreducible representations of ‘9(0, 1) other than to,r . 
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This same procedure applies for the exponentiation of type /3’ difference 
operators in I. The calculation, which is simpler than the above yields 
identities for confluent hypergeometric functions. 
3. MODELS OF d(2) REPRESENTATIONS 
The representations &,, of the Lie algebra sZ(2) are defined by the relations 
J”fm = mfm , J*fm = (31 m - w)fmkl 
(J’J- + J”J” - J”)fm = 4~ i- l)fm , m E s. 
(3.1) 
The vectors { fm : m E S} form a basis for the representation space and 
S = {W - n : n = 0, 1, 2,...}, where 2~ E @’ is not a nonnegative integer. In 
I we constructed a model of &,, in terms of type 01” difference operators 
J+=t[-((-“+y)E+t;+s+y+q--1, 
J- = t-l (x - 1)L - t; - x $ q 1 , (3.2) 
J3=t$ Y, 4 E G 
and basis functions 
fm(x, t) = - 4 exp[k(x + y + m - w)] sin 37(x + y + q + m - 1) 
. sin TV- q _ w + 1) P 4 - w + l) r(x + Y + 4 + m - I) 
T(x f y + m - CO) 
.,F,(m-cow,-u-q---+I,-q---+11; 
-22w,x+y+m--w;l)t”, m = W, w - I,..., 
(3.3) 
where aFs is a generalized hypergeometric function [6, Vol. I]. (The reason 
for the nonessential exponential and trigonometric factors will become clear 
shortly.) The Mellin transformed operators K = J&~JJA!’ are 
K+=I[u(u-l)~+t~+(l-~)u+y+q-l] 
(3.4) 
K- = t-1 [(u - 1) & - t ; + q] , KS-t;. 
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These are type A operators as classified in [2, Chap. 81, and they define a 
model of Jw with basis functions 
h,(u, t) = u-1+v+q+y 1 - U)-(q+w) zFI(m - w, - w - q - y + 1; 
- 2w; 1 - U) P. 
(3.5) 
We cannot take the usual Mellin transform of the functions (3.5) since 
the resulting integrals don’t converge for all m. Therefore, we choose a closed 
contour of integration in the complex u-plane which loops about u = 1 and 
then u = 0 in the counterclockwise direction, followed by a loop about I and 
then 0 in the clockwise direction. Making use of the relation 
i 
t1+,0+,1-,0-J 
~~(1 - z+-l du 
(3.6) 
- 4T2eni(q+6) 
= q1 - 0) q1 - j3) qLX + /I) 
valid for all 01, /3 E @ [9, p. 571, we choose 
Jd’[h(u, t)] = j-(l+‘o+‘l--,o-) u”-%(u, t) du. 
With this choice for A&” the relations (0.6) are preserved for the expressions 
~P[h,(u, t)] for all values of the parameters. Setting m = w we find 
&f’[h&, t)] = ~(l+‘o+‘l-‘o-) U”+~+n+o-2( 1 - +q--wtw du 
= - 4?r2 exp[A(x + r)] sin rr(x + y + q + w - 1) 
- sin 7r(- q - w + 1) 
x qx + y + 4 + w - 1) T(- 4 - w + 1) tW 
r(x + Y) 
= fw(x, t). 
Thus, A!‘[hnz(u, t)] = f,Ju, t) for all m E S. 
This result can also be easily verified directly by using (3.6) and the series 
expansion for the function 2F, in (3.5). 
The K-operators determine a local representation of the real Lie group 
SL(2, I?). This group consists of real matrices 
(3.7) 
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such that ad - bc = 1. The Lie algebra 42, R) of 5’42, R) is isomorphic to 
the real Lie algebra spanned by K*, K3. We can make the identification 
expbK+= [h -:I, expcK-== [-i y], 
exp rK3 = [ 
,T/Z 0 
0 1 e--7/2 . 
(3.8) 
It follows from local Lie theory that the group action induced by the K-oper- 
ators is 
[T(A) h] (u, t) = (d + ubt)Y-1 (d + bq1-Y-q (u $ c/t)-” 
. h 
[ 
(d + bt) (UUt i-- C) Ut -t C 
(d + ubt) (at + c) ‘-qx’ 1 
(3.9) 
I ubt/dI < 1, IWd (1, I c/(4 < 1, / c,‘(uut)/ < 1. 
The matrix elements of these operators with respect to the basis h,,(u, t) are 
uniquely determined by (3.1) and are given by 
dW-"!I-%! &( - E, - 2w + k; k - 1 + 1; bc/ud) 
Tlk(4 = /, T(k-ZII) ? (3.10) 
where 
Pw Lkl (U> t)= f Tlk(4 Ld% t); (3.11) 
I=0 
see [2, Chap. 51. Furthermore, we have the identity 
(’ @-V(A) L,] (u, t) du = f Ttk(A)fw--1(~, t), k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., (3.12) 
‘0 2=0 
which allows us to extend the model of 4, defined by (3.2) and (3.3) to a 
local Lie group representation. As mentioned in the discussion at the end of 
Section I, we could extend these results by choosing models of different 
representations or selecting different contours in the complex u-plane. In 
particular, we could obtain properties of the Hahn polynomials with this 
method; see 1. 
The type 01’ operators of 1 provide us with additional models of representa- 
tions of 42). As an example we consider the representation t, defined by 
(3.1) where now the representation space has the basis (f,,, : m E S’> and 
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s = {- w + ?z : n = 0, 1,2 I... }, 2 w not an integer. There is a model of tw 
determined by the type 01’ operators 
J+ = t [(l - p)-‘E 5 t; - x + w] > 
J-=t-l E-t&x++ E J3= t;, 
(3.13) 
and basis functions 
f&X, t) = (1 - p)-” r(x - 2w) sE;( - m - w, - x; - 2w; p) P, 
WI=--w+rz, n = 0, 1) 2 ,... . 
(3.14) 
The operators K = J,!-l J&Y are 
K+=t ug+t;+m++ ( P 
K-=t-qu&t~+u++w), IP=t;. 
(3.15) 
These are type B operators as classified in [2, Chap. 81, and they uniquely 
determine a model of tU with basis functions 
h,(u, t) = u-%-u rFr( - m - 0; - 2w; pu/(p - 1)) P. (3.16) 
As usual we can relate our two models using the Mellin transform: 
s O” u”-%,(u, t) du = (1 - p)-wfm(x, t), 0 
m=---+n, n = 0, I,..., Re(x - 2~) > 0, 
(3.17) 
where the basis vectors are given by (3.14) and (3.16). Indeed, evaluating 
(3.17) directly for m = - w we find 
s 
m 
s 
m rP-%_,(u, t) du = t-W e-Uu”-2w-1 du = I+ - 24 
0 0 
and the general result follows from the fact that both the h,,(u, t) and the 
fm(x, t) define a model of tW . 
The K-operators define a local representation of SL(2, I?): 
[T(A) h] (u, t) = (d + bt)+ (a + c/t)-” exp[- pcu/((p - 1) (at + cNl(3.W 
Xh 
[ 
ut at + c bt 
(at + c) (d + bt) ’ d + bt I I- ’ d II I , f <l. 
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The matrix elements of these operators with respect to the basis h,(zl, t) 
are given by (3.10) with b and c interchanged. Here the domain of the T(A) 
is the space A?’ of functions h(u, t) as defined in Section 1. We also consider 
the domain X0 C Z. Clearly, Z0 is invariant under T(iZ) provided 
(u + c) (b + d) > 0. The action U(A) = AT(A) A&-’ of SL(2, R) on 
.k’Z or A!ZO is given by 
[U(A)f] (x, t) -= $ (d + bt)p (u f c/t)-” 
*3c 
-J exp[- pcu/((p - 1) (at + c))] u”-* du 0 s 
“az (3.19) 
Y- im 
. (a-” (at f c)” (d + bt)“f iz, $$&) dz. 
If this iterated integral converges absolutely we can interchange the order of 
integration and obtain 
where 
K(x, z; t; A) = & (d + bt)z-w (a + c/t)Z-0’ 
m 
uz-z-l exp 
-- pcu 
[ (p - 1) (at + c) 
_____-- du 1 (3.21) 0 
Re PC 
(P - 1) (at + 4 
> 0, Re(x - z) > 0, 
and 
at + c 
At=-. 
d + bt 
The semigroup property of this representation implies the existence of 
identities of the form (1.22) for the kernel functions. The integral (3.21) is 
proportional to a gamma function and the resulting identities are similar to 
those derived by Vilenkin in [4, Chap. V]. 
Since it is now routine to apply our method to compute additional series 
and integral identities for the hypergeometric functions, we omit the relevant 
computations. 
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